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• In 1995, when a few scientists observed that there is no effective treatments for many diseases involving multiple
proteins (ex. CGRP & pro-inflammatory cytokines, histamine, TSLP, …), Naturveda was established to explore a new
generation of multiple protein binding polymeric drugs.

• NATURVEDA is the R&D division of VITROBIO.

• Recipient of European PAEXA award,
• French academy of science award,
• Conducting R&D in collaboration with prestigious French government organisations,

private institutes, & European pain Research center Neurodol.
• Several publications & patents.
• Launched the 1st multi-target treatments since 2016.
• Presenting Mig Spray in 2021.





$
Billion by 2026TOTAL $3.3B

US France Germany Italy Spain UK Japan

WELL DEVELOPPED IN US

LARGE POTENTIAL IN 
OTHER COUNTRIES



Of current
treatments have 
undesirable side
effects



Patients are desperately looking forward  for a new, safe and effective prophylactic treatment, available OTC, easy to use and affordable.

Patients  are clearly expecting:

Less
side effects

New
therapies 



Reserved for chronic patients (injectable) having +15d 
migraine/month who failed at least 2 conventional 
treatments

Cardiovascular consequences

Cost: 3000 - 5000€ / year / patient

No reimbursement validated by social security (Europe)

No long-term return

New but only for chronic 

patients in therapeutic failure





Nasal sinus & nasal mucosa (NM) inflammation are common in
migraine patients (Migraine patients are hypersensitive to this variation
which trigger stimulation of hypothalamus). Decongestants & NSAIDs
help reduce migraine intensity.

Activation of trigeminovascular system leads to general inflammation in

cranial sphere & release of pro-inflammatory substances into the

bloodstream which may trigger migraine attack.

Release of Calcitonin Gene Related Protein (CGRP), a vasodilator,

stimulates inflammatory response.



Blood concentrations of these proteins is high during and between migraine

attacks in patients

High concentration of circulating pro-inflammatory cytokine proteins such as

CGRP, interleukin-6, IL–12 & TNF-alpha is observed on the NM & inflict

damage. Therefore, current R&D is largely focused to find anti-migraine

nasal sprays which should equally minimize side-effects.

Repairing NM damage & reducing protein concentration should help

prevent migraine.





Nasal Mucosa (NM) is highly vascularized 
& therefore is the ideal site of action to 

target migraine triggering proteins.



Migraine is yet poorly understood, highly

complex & multifactorial disease involving

activation of trigeminal neurons; release of

neuropeptides; vasoactive peptides; immune

activation; CGRP & inflammatory proteins in

the blood and on the nasal mucosa (NM); nasal

inflammation; damaged & permeable nasal

surface; and multiple associated physiological

changes in the body.

No single treatment can act on all these

parameters simultaneously.

Systemic treatment directed to act on any of

these parameters will affect other body

functions & induce side-effects.

Blocking CGRP in the body may pose a risk of

affecting cardiovascular functions & multiple

other side-effects, particularly the chronic

toxicity of CGRP.



Therefore, only a multi-target safe 

treatment which can minimize the 

concentration of CGRP + other 

inflammatory proteins + inhibit 

systemic passage of these proteins, 

simultaneously, can minimize 

migraine attacks & render it 

tolerable. 



Various specific proteins are involved in countless diseases. These proteins maintain the disease
but currently there are no drugs which can block multiple proteins simultaneously,

Naturveda discovered & patented a totally new polymeric technology as certain specific polymers
can block selected proteins (ex. tannins block skin proteins & convert skin into leather). CGRP, IL-
6, IL-12, TNF-α..on the nasal surface are proteins & can be blocked with specific tannins /
polymers.

These polymers can be incorporated in a stable osmotic film for nasal application to drain the protein

molecules towards the film with osmosis, trap these molecules, clean the nasal surface, allow nasal mucosa

repair to render it impermeable, & in consequence reduce the systemic concentration of these migraine

triggering proteins.



A new generation of topically acting nasal spray containing
specific CGRP + inflammatory protein minimizing &
continuous nasal surface cleaning, polymeric film

Cleaning CGRP continuously from the NM 

to reduce it’s circulating levels

Reducing pro-inflammatory cytokines on 

NM to stop inflammation



Step 1: Conception of an osmotic nasal surface cleaning film

1. To clean the NM, we used a glycerol base as it is 18 times more 
osmotic then sea water. 

2. When applied on NM, it attracts hypotonic liquid which detach & 
drains all NM surface particles towards glycerol.

3. Unfortunately, liquid flow dilutes glycerol within a few min.

Step 2: Rendering Glycerol filmogen & resistant to liquid flow

(1) Adding glycerol binding polymers: Polymers have H & OH binding 
sites which can bind with macromolecules (glycerol) & render 
glycerol filmogen. The film can resist mechanical pressures (4-6h).

(2) A few jellifying agents are added in the film to render it absorbent. 

Glycerol barrier film, short action

Glycerol alone Free glycerol gets diluted 

within a few minutes

Glycerol filmogen

Plant polymers with 

many binding sites Glycerol

Mesh

Long lasting 

activity



CGRP blocking properties of MigSpray polymers IL-6 blocking properties of MigSpray polymers

IL-12 blocking properties of selected MigSpray polymers TNF- blocking properties of MigSpray polymers

Instead of using anti-CGRP antibodies, we identified CGRP binding polymers.

In addition, migraine specific pro-inflammatory protein binding polymers were also identified.

Step 3: Identifying CGRP, IL-6, IL-12, & TNF-α blocking natural polymers



Step 4: Incorporating migraine specific protein binding polymers in filmogen glycerol

The polymers were associated in right proportion in the osmotic & stable film to conceive 
Mig Spray 

European Migraine 
Research Centre

% CGRP inhibition with 4 polymers in Migspray % Inhibition of 

Negative 
control

Polymer
A

Polymer
B

Polymer
C

Polymer
D

MIGPSPRAY

MIGSPRAY polymeric film captures 60% CGRP and 

80%  inflammatory proteins.

% of inhibition % of inhibition

Negative 
control

Polymer A Polymer B Polymer C Polymer D MIGPSPRAY



MIG SPRAY is a stable osmotic glycerol film ( ) which

continue to attract nasal surface CGRP, les IL6/12 et le TNF-α

Circulating CGRP, IL6/12 ou le TNF- α ( ) infiltrate massively on

the NM while migraine attack & to some extent in between the attacks

Protein molecules continue entering into the film due to osmosis (4-6h

after each application) & reducing the concentration of these free

proteins on the NM

It is postulated that, this osmotic surface protein cleaning minimizes the

concentration of circulating CGRP, IL-6, IL-12 & TNF- α. This in turn

helps minimizing migraine trigger.

MIG SPRAY

Nasal Cavity

CGRP, IL6/12, TNF- α



IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS

European Migraine 
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Evolution of pain in mouse model of migraine

Saline MIGSPRAY

The activity of nociceptive (pain-transmitting) neurons to migraine mimicking 

inflammatory soup (IS) injection. MIG SPRAY reduces the activity of 

nociceptive neurons (b) compared to treatment with saline water.  

(Spikes/second)

Electrophysiological recording in mouse model of migraine 

Effect on pain intensity during repeated injections of an inflammatory soup. 

Both groups responded identically on 1st injection. The pain tolerability was 

significantly higher in MIG SPRAY group on 4th injection.  



OBSERVATIONAL STUDY

269 migraine patients (12 to 67 years old)
1 arm, in a real-life situation
3 nasal sprays (1 to 3 months of treatment)

NO SERIOUS SIDE EFFECTS. 

Minor side effects: runny nose (n=24), slight nose 

bleeding (n=6), allergic type reaction (n=4)

MIDAS and HIT6 are validated questionnaires for assessing the severity 
and impact of migraine in patients. 

Statistics: Episodic patients, one-way ANOVA follow by Siddak
post’hoc. *p<0,05  **p<0,01  ***p<0,001

Conclusion: 
The side-effects were observed at the beginning

of treatment, were minor & were due to the mode

of action of MIG SPRAY. The product represents

a great hope for the preventive treatment of this

uncured disease.



A randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled clinical trial of MIG SPRAY v/s

Saline spray is currently running in India & will be completed in November 2021.

Trial type: CTRI & Ethical committee approved

Total N° of patients: 120 (M,F 18-55 years)

Duration of treatment: 56 days

Clinical trials while R&D
Note: (1) Pilot clinical trials were also performed in the Dept. of Neurology, CHU, Clermont Ferrand, France on 
the source of active ingredients (Ref:  Shrivastava et al. Clin Drug Invest. 2006;26(5):287-296). 14 patients, 42-
day treatment.
(2) An observational, randomized, placebo controlled, blind clinical trial to evaluate the safety & efficacy of Mig-
RL oral capsules in patients with migraine. Duration: 3-months, 118 patients. 
(3) PhD Thesis. Remi Shrivastava. Association of Tanacetum parthenium & Salix alba: a therapeutic alternative 
to prophylactic treatment of migraine. Univ. of Clermont Fd, France; Dept of Neurosciences, 2020.



Migraine is a very common disease having a strong impact on the quality of life of the
patients.

The cause of the trigger is variable & difficult to identify, available prophylactic treatments
have variable efficacy and are not free of side-effects.
Triptans are used during migraine attacks only & have serious side-effects.

All migraine patients worldwide would like to have a “prophylactic” treatment which can
reduce at least the intensity & frequency of migraine attacks without side-effects. This should
help minimize the fear of the next attack & accept the attack as “tolerable”.

Safe CGRP reducing prophylactic treatments are not yet available. Moreover, these future
drugs will not change nasal mucosa inflammation & nasal mucosa damage.



MIG SPRAY is a new generation of multi-target treatment, conceived after 20-years of R&D, totally safe,

effective in at least 60% patients, relatively inexpensive, & quick-acting medical device spray, which is

directed not to treat migraine attacks but just to make migraine attacks tolerable.

This polymeric technology has already shown its extraordinary efficacy & safety to treat other multi-factorial

protein-induced diseases such as allergy, asthma, viral infections, & chronic wounds. Big pharma companies

like Sanofi have already licenced a few of the polymeric treatments for worldwide launch.



Triptan Ergotamine Propranolol Topiramate Valproate Abm CGRP Mig Spray

Migraine specific X X X

Prophylaxis X X

Crisis X X X ? X

Act on CGRP X X X X X

Multitarget (IL6 IL12) X X X X X X

Side effect X

Toxicity X

Addiction X X X

Easy to use

Drug class Drug Drug Drug Drug Drug Drug
Medical device 

class I
(soon class IIa)



1
GLYCEROL : composition for topical application 
comprising glycerol and tannins (2000-2005)

2

DUAL ACTING POLYMERS : for additional biding 
properties, to treat inflammatory diseases and cytokine 
release syndrome (2020)3

FILMOGEN GLYCEROL: long lasting cleaning filmogen 
bandage (2013)

09/
20
20



Available in French Pharmacies starting September 2021

Already launched in France & Ready to launch in all Europe 

All MDR dossiers available (Easy registration in other countries: MD)

Protected by patents

CLASS I (soon CLASS IIa) medical device (MD) 

in France & Europe, easy registration in other 

countries.

Based on a new 

innovative technology

Developed in collaboration with the European 

Migraine Research Centre

Further information

PLEASE CONTACT 

Naturveda: Dr. Shrivastava Remi , Tel +33-695982187 direction@naturveda.fr

VITROBIO: Ravi Shrivastava. rs@vitrobio.com

NATURVEDA offers:

- Competitive price. (Retail price in 

France: 15 Euros)

- Distributor’s brand name 

- Full MDR registration dossiers, patents, 

publications, & marketing assistance 

available.

mailto:direction@naturveda.fr
mailto:rs@vitrobio.com

